
INVASION BIOLOGY:
AN EMERGINGFIELD
OF STUDY1
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uit it was likely traded and earned by indigenous However, this geogra|)h\ sets up one ol the most
eople to the region prior to the arrival ol hum- |)m f m.„d threats to the'Kurth's diversitv. Because
cans. And some species are known to --hitchhike" llu . continents differ more in species than climates,

long with human travelers. The Polynesian rat each continent has the potential to provide invaders
Rattus exulans) was proluil.lv brought to islands bv to ( , t | ier places. Humans are a potent force for as-

le early Polynesians (Merlin K Juvik. 1992). most sisting that invasion.

Charles Darwin provided the necessary context friends and enemies. Darwin realized that this eco-

>r understanding the biological invasion problem logical context provided the ultimate cheek on 1111-

lmost 150 years ago. One of the observations ilia! fettered population growth. Thus, there is another

liinulal.-d Darwin In conceive of evolution bv nal- important perspective to tin invasion problem: vv<'
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often transport species without their revolutionary llie knowled i wering these ques-

eonlext. This may result in poor performance (e.g.. lions? Kaeh symposium consisted of distinguished

if a plant lacks a pollinator), hut il ma\ als suit biologists, mosl ..I whom worked in related areas of

in the potential for rapid population growth (e.g.. if study, though not spccificallv invasions, attempting

the species is free from natural enemies or other to answer these question- from their understanding

constraints). Darwin (f859: 370) also recognized of the biola of their continent. These volumes (e.g.,

that some introduced species may threaten native MacDonald el al.. 1986; Mooney & Drake, 1986)

species. In his chapter on geographical distrihu- serve as "stale of the knowledge" documentation

tions he reported, ".
. . many Kuropean productions and are notable for their general lack of specific

cover the ground in La Plata, and in a lesser degree dala on invasions. This was I.e. a use there were few

in Australia, and have to a certain extent beaten studies specifically on invasions from which to draw

the natives " This may be the first scientific conclusions. Reading the chapters, il appears that

Although there were studies ol invasions in the the course of the symposia and book production.

years since Darwin, biologists and ecologists did These books fueled the newly emerging field of in-

not focus on the magnitude of the growing problem vasion biology, as a generation of graduate students

until f958 when Charles Klton (( |95«| 2000) pub- read the chapters and seized the opportunity to at-

lished a book that has come to be regarded as the tempt lo answer the questions derived during the

seminal volume in this field of study. The Ecology SCOPKprocess.

of Invasions In Animals anil Plants is a slim book In the approximately 15 years since the publi-

borne from his observations as an animal ecologisl. cation of the SCOPKbooks the field of invasion

Three 1957 BBC radio broadcasts he developed on biology has not only influenced the content of many

the subject of "Balance and Barrier" apparent!) biological journals, but it has also developed its

stimulated Klton to write a book on invasions. own journal (Biological Invasion*, Kluwer Press),

aimed at a lay audience, that laid out what are still its own set of terminology, and its own set of raging

the fundamental issues in invasion biology: thai scientific debates. \\ liile the SCOPKvolumes pro-

each continent has its own unique Nora and fauna. \ ided the initial fuel for the scientific field of in-

that human migration and trade were breaking vasion biology, it was the mounting evidence of se-

down the barriers that had led lo the uniqueness of vere environmental degradation that focused the

the biota, and thai this breakdown ol the barriers attention ol so many people on invasions. h>r in-

could have severe consequences for the mainte- stance, invasive species were identified as signifi-

nance of diversity. The book is amazing in its pre- cant threats to biodiversity at more Nature Conser-

science and yet was in large part underappreciated vanev preserves with completed conservation plans

until the 1980s, when it became widely recognized than any other type of threat, including develop-

that the invasion of non-native species was one of ment. lire suppression, and altered hydrology. In

the biggest threats to naturally occurring species fact. 94% of those sites responding as of the sum-

and ecosystems. rncr of 2000 listed invasive species as a serious

In 1982 the Scientific Committee on Problems of problem (J. Randall. The Nature Conservancy, pers.

the Knvironment (SCOPK). a committee of the In- comm.). In 1998, a study found that invasive spe-

ternational Council of Scientific Unions, met in a cies were second only to habitat destruction and

general assembly in Ottawa. At that meeting the fragmentation in threatening endangered species in

invasive spread of plants, animals, and micro-or- the United States (Wilcove et al., 1998). This study

ganisms introduced by humans outside their native reviewed listing information for species proposed as

ranges was identified as a problem of global con- endangered or threatened under the Kndangered

cern, amenable to interdisciplinary synthesis. This Species Act and found that 49% of the imperiled

around the world in the mid 1980s and resulted in cause of invasive species,

two important books (MacDonald et al.. 1986; Moo-

ney & Drake, 1986) that both address three mi- KlTUKK CllAI.I.KN<;KS

portant questions: (1) What are the factors that de-

termine whether a species will be an invader or With the recognition that invasive species are

not?; (2) What are the site properties that determine one of the most serious conservation concerns to-

prone to. or resistant to." invasion?; and (.T) How the problem is getting worse very rapidly. Global-

should management systems be developed using izalion of trade and advances in technology mean
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thai species arc moving around Ilic earth more ire- ducing llie entry and impact of such species. As
quently and are coming from some places, such as scientists, we will need to ensure that our science

China, that have been closed oil from most ol the is not only viewed |>v our peer* a* is traditional

rest ol the world during the last several decades. but that agencies managing invasive species are

For instance, the Asian long-horned beetle {A no- also aware of our lindings. As scientists we must
plophom glabripennis). which is native to China learn Irom die past, examine the present, and plan

and considered to b«- a pest there, was first detected for the future. As the field of invasion biology

ill the (ireeiipoiiil neighborhood of l!r....klyn. New moves ml,, i|> adolescence, it will continue to test

York, in 1W0. The I uilcd Stales Department of theories basic to ecology and to form new hvpoth-

Agriculture subsequently determined that the in- cses to address the novel situations that arise fol-

sect arrived in solid wood packing material on lowing the introduction of new' species. These dis-

goods imported from China. Not only arc new path- eoveries. if implemented in management and policy

ways opening, but the |ourneys that used to take practices, ma\ play a substantial role in lessening

weeks by ship may now lake hours by plane, allow- environmental degradation through invasions,

ing more organisms to survive die trip. Trade agree-

ment* in I
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